Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Acute respiratory, cardiac, and neurologic failures lead to intubation and mechanical ventilation support. Withdrawal of mechanical ventilation should be performed as soon as autonomous respiration can be sustained. This process is usually done by the gradual removal of the mechanical support as spontaneous breathing is resumed,[@CR2] and is referred to as weaning. Both an unnecessary delay in the discontinuation process[@CR39] and a weaning trial undertaken too early[@CR18] are undesirable. When mechanical ventilation is discontinued, up to 25% of patients have respiratory distress severe enough to require reinstitution of ventilatory support.[@CR34] Different studies have been performed in order to detect which physiological variables identify readiness to undertake a weaning trial. Most of the information collected in these studies are synthesized in several articles,[@CR8],[@CR11],[@CR13],[@CR28],[@CR36] which may establish guidelines for weaning criteria and protocols. It was also hypothesized that the variability of the respiratory pattern could be a convenient weaning criterion to reduce the number of patients not successfully weaned.[@CR10] However, one of the most challenging problems in intensive care is still the process of discontinuing mechanical ventilation, because the number of patients that have to be reintubated before 48 h but previously performed successful trials during the 30-min test represents a percentage higher than 10%. A failed weaning trial is discomforting for the patient, may induce cardiopulmonary distress and carries a higher mortality rate.[@CR7],[@CR30] Many controversial questions remain concerning the best methods for conducting this process.[@CR7] Further study is needed of the effectiveness in the weaning process.[@CR4]

Assessing autonomic control provides information about patho-physiological imbalances within the cardiorespiratory system. The cardiac and the respiratory system are controlled by two interacting self-sustained oscillators, each having its own period. It is convenient to analyze the cardiorespiratory interdependencies from the time series of the cardiac interbeat intervals and the time series of the breath duration, which correspond to the periods of both oscillators. The different cardiorespiratory interdependencies during the weaning trials are particular aspects of dynamic autonomic functional coordination. Up to now, it is not clear whether there are more stable functional relations between breaths and heart beats in patients with successful trials. As the coupling between heart rate (HR) and respiration is assumed to be strongly nonlinear, several methods have been developed to analyze the cardiorespiratory coordination. Assuming that the HR and the respiratory frequency are two self-sustained oscillators, measures of phase synchronization and its coupling strength can be derived.[@CR21],[@CR29],[@CR35] As an enhancement of cross-correlation, mutual information has been introduced to analyze the linear and nonlinear dynamics of the cardiorespiratory system.[@CR16],[@CR23] Information theory has also been used to analyze causal relationships between the cardiac and respiratory oscillations during anesthesia.[@CR20] Furthermore, estimations of conditional entropy, predictability, and correlation dimension have been applied to assess the coupling strength.[@CR14],[@CR15] The synchronization analysis has been utilized to measure the coupling strength between the beat-to-beat variability of the sympathetic discharge and ventilation in decerebrate artificially ventilated cats.[@CR24],[@CR26] Experimental data from various studies on autonomic coordination, in healthy humans, patients after myocardial infarction and patients with sleep disorders, have emphasized the importance of multimodal assessment.[@CR1],[@CR9],[@CR12],[@CR22]

In this paper, we introduce the joint symbolic dynamic analysis of heart rate (HR) and breathing rate (BR) that may improve the understanding of the physiological processes involved in the weaning procedure. In this way, the study of dynamics simplifies to the description of bivariate symbol sequences. Some detailed information has been lost, but some of the invariant, robust properties of the dynamics have been kept. Univariate symbolic dynamics has been already successfully applied in HR variability analysis[@CR37],[@CR38] and respiratory pattern analysis.[@CR6] Bivariate symbolic dynamic analysis has provided an efficient nonlinear representation of HR and systolic blood pressure interactions that offers simple physiological interpretations.[@CR3] In order to apply joint symbolic dynamics, the values of the cardiac interbeat durations and the breath durations had to be synchronized. Since electrocardiographic and respiratory flow signals can be measured noninvasively, this analysis may be advantageous in future automatic diagnostic of patients during the weaning trials.

Therefore, we hypothesize that joint symbolic dynamic analysis provides enhanced information about different interactions between HR and BR, when comparing patients with successful trials and patients that failed to maintain spontaneous breathing in the weaning procedure. A preliminary version of this work was reported by Caminal *et al*.[@CR5]

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Patients and Data Preprocessing {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

Electrocardiographic (ECG) and respiratory flow signals were measured in 133 patients on weaning trials from mechanical ventilation (WEANDB data base). These patients were recorded in the Departments of Intensive Care Medicine at Santa Creu i Sant Pau Hospital and Getafe Hospital, according to the protocols approved by the local ethic committees and with informed consent obtained.

Using clinical criteria based on the T-tube test, the patients were included in this study according with the standard indices (clinical criteria) that decide to begin the spontaneous breathing test: resolution of the etiology of respiratory failure (with inspired oxygen fraction \[FIO~2~\] ≤ 0.4, oxygen saturation \[SO~2~\] ≥ 90% and need for positive end-expiratory pressure \[PEEP ≤ 5 cm to H~2~O\]), hemodynamic stability (absence of myocardium ischemia and/or heart failure, cardiac frequency ≤ 140 bpm, and stable arterial tension with least tolerating a reduction in inotropic support), and adequate respiratory muscle function (acceptable respiratory rate). All patients had a stable sinus rhythm during recording, with a number of ectopic beats of 0.05 \[0.01 0.24\]% (median \[interquartile range\]).

The patients were submitted under a test of spontaneous breathing, were disconnected from the ventilator, and maintained spontaneous breathing through an endotraqueal tube during 30 min. If the patients maintained the spontaneous breathing with normality they were extubated, if not, they were reconnected. When the patients still maintained the spontaneous breathing after 48 h, the weaning trial process was considered successful, if not, the patients were reintubated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).FIGURE 1Weaning trial process

In this study, we investigated two patient groups: Group S, 94 patients (61 male, 33 female) with successful weanings (maintained spontaneous breathing after 48 h) and Group F, 39 patients (24 male, 15 female) who failed to maintain spontaneous breathing and were reconnected after 30 min of weaning trials. The patient groups were of comparable age (Group S: 65 ± 17 years; Group F: 67 ± 15 years). This study, however, does not include reintubated patients because of the low number of subjects that does not allow statistical significance analysis.

The ECG signal was recorded using a SpaceLabs Medical monitor. Respiratory flow signal was obtained using a pneumotachograph connected to an endotraqueal tube. The pneumotachograph consists on a Datex-Ohmeda monitor with a Variable-Reluctance Transducer (Validyne Model MP45-1-871, Validyne Corp., Northridge, CA). Both signals were recorded at a sampling frequency of 250 Hz during 30 min. Time series of the cardiac interbeat intervals *RR*(*k*~1~) were extracted automatically from the ECG signal using an algorithm based on wavelet analysis.[@CR19] Ectopic beats were determined, removed, and interpolated using an algorithm based on local variance estimation. Time series of the breath durations *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) were extracted automatically using an algorithm based on the zero-crossing of the respiratory flow signal and, thereafter, visually inspected, and if necessary, edited.

Joint Symbolic Dynamics {#Sec4}
-----------------------

The concept of Symbolic Dynamics is based on the elimination of detailed information, in order to keep the robust properties of the dynamics by a coarse-graining of the measurements.[@CR17],[@CR38] In order to apply joint symbolic dynamics the values of the cardiac *RR*(*k*~1~) and respiratory *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) series had to be synchronized.[@CR3] A linear interpolation method was considered. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a indicates the function *RR*(*k*~1~) where each one of the *RR* values were assigned at the time where the cardiac interbeat interval was measured. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b indicates the function *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) where each one of the *T*~*Tot*~ values were assigned at the time where the breath duration was measured. New *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) were calculated by synchronous sampling of the interpolation of the previous *RR*(*k*~1~) and *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) series (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Two sampling frequencies were considered: 1 Hz and 2 Hz.FIGURE 2(a) Cardiac interbeat interval series *RR*(*k*~1~) vs. time and (b) breath duration series *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) vs. timeFIGURE 3New *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) time series calculated by synchronized sampling of the interpolated *RR*(*k*~1~) and *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) time series. Sampling frequency 1 Hz

If *x* is the bivariate sample vector of the cardiac (*c*) time series *RR*(*n*) and the respiratory (*r*) time series *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), then *s* represents a bivariate symbol vector ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), gained by transforming *x* using a symbol alphabet according to ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, the bivariate symbol vector *s* consists of *a* = 4 symbols. Further, *s* was fractionalized to words (bins) *w*~*k*~ of length *k*.[@CR19] The maximum length of the words was restricted by the probability of occurrence *p*(*w*~*k*~) of each word type and therefore, indirectly, by the number of measured samples. The number of overlapped symbols *τ* in consecutive words had to be considered for three possible values (0, 1, and 2). With 30 min recording time and the considered sampling frequencies, *x* contained 1800 and 3600 samples, and thus *s* had a length *N* of 1798 and 3598 when considering two overlapped symbols, 900 and 1800 when considering one overlapped symbol, and 600 and 1200 when considering no overlapped symbols. As words with a length greater than three would be statistically insufficiently represented (5),[@CR19],[@CR38] the maximum length of words was limited to *k* = 3, spanning over an 8 × 8 vector matrix *W*, from word type \[000,000\]^T^ to \[111,111\]^T^ (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). From this point of view, the optimum number of overlapped symbols in consecutive words was two.FIGURE 4Transformation of vector *x* containing bivariate cardiac and respiratory samples into symbol vector *s* and word distribution matrix *W*. *x*: cardiac *RR*(*n*) in milliseconds/respiratory *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) in seconds. *s*: symbol 1---increasing values/symbol 0---decreasing values. *W*: row---symbol sequence of cardiac changes; column---symbol sequence of respiratory changes$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To compare the word-type distributions between data sets of different length, the sum of all counted words was normalized to 1. The normalized probabilities of all single word types' occurrences were computed as *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of three-dimensional plots of the probability distribution density matrix *W* for a patient of group S and a patient of group F.FIGURE 5Examples of word distribution density in a patient of group S and a patient of group F. *c* = behavior of three successive *RR*(*n*) changes and *r* = behavior of three successive *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) changes

The sum of each row in *W* was computed as *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~), and it corresponds to the occurrence probability of each word from the cardiac series (6). The sum of each column in *W* was computed as *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~), and it corresponds to the occurrence probability of each word from the respiratory series (7).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Several indexes were introduced in order to differentiate the groups of patients:probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~) of each one of the single word types,probability of occurrence of each word from the cardiac series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~),probability of occurrence of each word from the respiratory series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~),number of words *w*~*cr*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~) is higher than a probability threshold *TH*,number of words *w*~*c*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~) is higher than a probability threshold *TH*,number of words *w*~*r*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~) is higher than a probability threshold *TH*,number of forbidden words *fw*~*cr*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~) is lower than a probability threshold *fTH*,number of forbidden words *fw*~*c*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~) is lower than a probability threshold *fTH*, andnumber of forbidden words *fw*~*r*~*TH* whose probability of occurrence *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~) is lower than a probability threshold *fTH*.

In order to define the most suitable probability thresholds*,* different ranges of values were considered:from 1% to 5% for the probability threshold *TH* when considering *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~),from 5% to 25% for the probability thresholds *TH* when considering *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~) and *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~),from 0.1% to 0.3% for the probability threshold *fTH* when considering *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~),from 1% to 3% for the probability thresholds *fTH* when considering *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~) and *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~).

To compare the estimated parameters between the groups of patients simple statistics were computed, including group mean, standard deviation and a Mann--Whitney two-tailed test. The (global) significance level was set as *p*~g~ = 0.05. Considering the problem of multiple testing, the necessary (local) significance level (*p*~l~) of a single parameter from an observed *v* dimensional parameter space had to fulfill Bonferroni's inequality[@CR33] ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) to guarantee (global) significance, as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our case, for *v* = 64 word types and *v* = 16 row and column sums, the local significance levels were *p*~l~ = 0.00078 and *p*~l~ = 0.0031, respectively.

Surrogate Data Approach and Deterministic Pattern Detection {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

A surrogate data approach[@CR25],[@CR32] can be useful to test the significant presence of patterns. This approach allows the setting of a threshold of significance and the rejection of the null hypothesis that a pattern is present only by chance. This approach can be helpful in testing the significant presence of any word in cardiac and respiratory series. From one original cardiac series, 15 surrogate data series were obtained by randomly shuffling the samples according to 15 different white noise realizations, thus completely destroying the original power spectrum but maintaining sample distribution. The normalized probabilities of all single word types' occurrences *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~) calculated over the original series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*o*~ were compared with those obtained from the surrogate series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*s*~ by using[@CR32]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sigma = \left| {{\frac{{p_{n} (w_{c} )_{o} - av\left[ {p_{n} (w_{c} )_{s} } \right]}}{{sd\left[ {p_{n} (w_{c} )_{s} } \right]}}}} \right|, $$\end{document}$$where*av*\[*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*s*~\] and*sd*\[*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*s*~\] represented the mean and the standard deviation of *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*s*~ over the 15 surrogate series. If *σ* \> 2, *p*~*n*~(*w*~*c*~)~*o*~ could not derive from a white noise with the same sample distribution of the original series (*p* \< 0.05). The same procedure was applied to one original respiratory series, comparing *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~)~*o*~ with those obtained from the surrogate series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*r*~)~*s*~.

In the case of bivariate joint symbolic analysis, the null hypothesis might be the full uncoupling between cardiac and respiratory series and surrogate series were constructed by fully decoupling the two series while maintaining their power spectra. The normalized probabilities of all single word types' occurrences *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~) calculated over the original series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~)~*o*~ were also compared with those obtained from the surrogate series *p*~*n*~(*w*~*cr*~)~*s*~.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

First, time-domain analysis of the time series was performed. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the resulting mean values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \bar{x} $$\end{document}$, standard deviations *SD*(*x*) and interquartile ranges *IQR*(*x*) of the *RR*(*k*~1~) and *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) series obtained by comparing the patient groups S and F. The mean values of the cardiac interbeat intervals *RR*(*k*~1~) and the breath duration *T*~*Tot*~(*k*~2~) presented the most significant differences.TABLE 1Mean, standard deviation *SD*(*x*) and interquartile range *IQR*(*x*) of the interbeat durations (RR), breath durations (*T*~*Tot*~), heart rate variability indices considering HF power and the LF/HF ratio values in normalized units (nu), and cross-correlation coefficient for a lag of 0 (ρ~rc~(0))Group S, mean ± SDGroup F, mean ± SD*p* ValueMean RR (ms)701 ± 122634 ± 1010.004SD (RR) (ms)72 ± 8052 ± 35n.s.IQR (RR) (ms)73 ± 7860 ± 58n.s.Mean *T*~*Tot*~ (s)2.80 ± 0.732.26 ± 0.79\<0.0001SD (*T*~*Tot*~) (s)0.85 ± 0.960.58 ± 0.430.034IQR (*T*~*Tot*~) (s)0.50 ± 0.300.39 ± 0.310.012HF (nu)43 ± 1646 ± 16n.s.LF/HF rate1.92 ± 21.55 ± 1n.s.ρ~rc~ (0)0.92 ± 0.130.94 ± 0.09n.s.

Heart rate variability indices have also been analyzed considering the frequency domain methods.[@CR31] No statistical significant differences have been obtained when comparing both groups of patients. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the resulting HF power and the LF/HF ratio values in normalized units.

The linear relation between cardiac and breath cycles was analyzed using the cross-correlation coefficient *ρ*~*cr*~, defined as the cross-correlation function between *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) divided by the square root of the product of the auto-correlation functions of *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*). Different lags (−10,..., 0,...10) were considered. No-one of the lags presented statistical significant differences when comparing both groups of patients. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the mean ± standard deviation of the *ρ*~*cr*~*,* for a lag of 0 (*ρ*~*cr*~, (0)).

In the symbolic dynamic analysis, the first parameter to be determined was the number of overlapped symbols in consecutive words, *τ*, from the three possible values (0, 1, and 2). For each one of the considered sampling frequencies, the number of words whose probability of occurrence statistically differentiate between groups S and F was calculated. The optimum *τ* is the value that obtains the highest number of significant words, and this was *τ* = 2. A similar analysis was followed to determine the optimum sampling frequency of the *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) series, considering *τ* = 2. The optimum sampling frequency to be considered in the following analysis was *f*~s~ = 1 Hz.

Considering *f*~s~ = 1 Hz, the four most dominant words were the same in both groups of patients: *c010 r111* (*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c010\ r111*~) = 0.063 and 0.054 in groups S and F, respectively), *c101 r111* (*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c101\ r111*~) = 0.056 and 0.050), *c010 r000* (*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c010\ r000*~) = 0.052 and 0.044), and *c101 r000* (*p*~*n*~(*w*~*c101\ r000*~) = 0.046 and 0.041). The probability of occurrence of these four dominant words was higher in group S than in group F, showing a more deterministic structure of the cardiorespiratory interaction in the group of patients with successful trials during the weaning procedure. Furthermore, 10 of the 64 word types (15%) obtained a cumulative probability of occurrence higher than 40% in both groups of patients. It means the presence of deterministic structures in the cardiorespiratory coupling, otherwise stochastically independent *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) time series would result in a more or less equal distribution.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows those words whose probability of occurrence better discriminate between groups S and F, when considering the sampling frequency *f*~s~ = 1 Hz. When comparing both groups, 12 of the 64 word types presented a global statistical significance *p*~g~ \< 0.05. In 11 of these significant word types the probability of occurrence was nearly three times higher in group F than in group S.TABLE 2Words whose probability of occurrence best discriminate between both patient groups S and F using joint symbolic dynamic analysisGroup S, mean ± SDGroup F, mean ± SD*p*~g~-value*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c010\ r010*~)0.0012 ± 0.00210.0035 ± 0.00370.0014*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c010\ r101*~)0.0017 ± 0.00280.0045 ± 0.00440.0122*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c110\ r010*~)0.0005 ± 0.00140.0019 ± 0.00290.0103*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c001\ r010*~)0.0005 ± 0.00110.0019 ± 0.00220.0007*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c100\ r101*~)0.0010 ± 0.00220.0027 ± 0.00300.0003*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c101\ r101*~)0.0015 ± 0.00230.0041 ± 0.00390.0061*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c110\ r101*~)0.0008 ± 0.00140.0025 ± 0.00280.0022*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c001\ r101*~)0.0008 ± 0.00170.0021 ± 0.00240.0107*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c001\ r110*~)0.0115 ± 0.00650.0163 ± 0.00650.0201*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c010\ r100*~)0.0213 ± 0.01310.0301 ± 0.01310.0158*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c011\ r101*~)0.0007 ± 0.00110.0024 ± 0.00310.0082*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c100\ r010*~)0.0007 ± 0.00140.0022 ± 0.00280.0012Sampling frequency *f*~s~ = 1 Hz and *p*~g~ = global *p* value

Considering the row and column sum probabilities, significant differences between groups S and F occurred in all of the eight word types from the respiratory series for *f*~s~ = 1 Hz. The words from the cardiac series did not present significant statistical differences between both groups, independently of the sampling frequency. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the mean ± SD of the word probabilities from the respiratory series for *f*~s~ = 1 Hz, and the statistical significant level *p*~g~ between groups S and F. The most dominant words in both groups of patients were the same: patterns "000" and "111," with a higher probability of occurrence in group S than in group F. The words containing "010" and "101" patterns presented a probability of occurrence nearly three times higher in group F than in group S.TABLE 3Probabilities of the words from the respiratory series and the global statistical significant level *p*~g~ between groups S and FGroup S, mean ± SDGroup F, mean ± SD*p*~g~ Value*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r000*~)0.240 ± 0.0540.197 ± 0.0590.0012*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r001*~)0.109 ± 0.0230.128 ± 0.0230.0003*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r010*~)0.005 ± 0.0100.015 ± 0.0160.0007*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r011*~)0.112 ± 0.0240.132 ± 0.0260.0002*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r100*~)0.109 ± 0.0220.128 ± 0.0230.0003*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r101*~)0.007 ± 0.0030.020 ± 0.0180.0003*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r110*~)0.112 ± 0.0240.133 ± 0.0260.0002*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r111*~)0.303 ± 0.0680.245 ± 0.0720.0005Sampling frequency *f*~s~ = 1 Hz

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the best results obtained when considering the number of words whose probability of occurrence was higher than a probability threshold and the number of forbidden words whose probability of occurrence was lower than a probability threshold, for *f*~s~ = 1 Hz. In group S, there were more forbidden words than in group F. In group S, there were also more words than in group F whose probability of occurrence was higher than a probability threshold. It means that the histograms of the occurrence probability of the cardiorespiratory words and respiratory words presented a higher homogeneity in group F than in group S.TABLE 4Number of words whose probability of occurrence is higher than a probability threshold and number of forbidden wordsGroup S, mean ± SDGroup F, mean ± SD*p*~g~-value*fw*~*cr*~113.20 ± 5.307.92 ± 6.660.0001*fw*~*cr*~216.21 ± 5.0211.59 ± 6.630.0004*fw*~*cr*~318.71 ± 5.0014.51 ± 6.300.0003*fw*~*r*~21.84 ± 0.471.21 ± 0.89\<0.0001*fw*~*r*~31.91 ± 0.381.51 ± 0.790.0002*w*~*r*~201.67 ± 0.611.15 ± 0.870.0025*w*~*r*~251.26 ± 0.790.56 ± 0.75\<0.0001Sampling frequency *f*~s~ = 1 Hz and *p*~g~ = global *p* value

One example of *RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) series of a patient is depicted in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Figures [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b show an example of the surrogate series constructed in the case of univariate symbolic analysis of the series shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}d in the case of bivariate joint symbolic analysis, following the methodology described previously. The obtained results, in both cases of univariate analysis and joint symbolic analysis, allow the rejection of the null hypothesis that a pattern is present only by chance.FIGURE 6*RR*(*n*) and *T*~*Tot*~(*n*) series of a patientFIGURE 7Surrogate series constructed in the cases of univariate (a and b) and bivariate (c and d) from the series shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}

In the last part of this study, we investigate if discriminant functions are able to discriminate multivariately between group S and group F. Different discriminant functions of one or two variables were constructed using the most significant parameters from the time-domain analysis and the symbolic dynamic analysis. The leave-one-out procedure was used. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of the results achieved using the variables from the time-domain analysis. The optimum percentage of correctly classified patients is 65.4%.TABLE 5Discriminant analysis between the patient groups S and F using variables from the time-domain analysisAccuracy (%)*Mean RR*, *SD* (*T*~*Tot*~)65.4*Mean T*~*Tot*~64.7*Mean T*~*Tot*~, *IQR* (*T*~*Tot*~)64.7*Mean RR*, *Mean T*~*Tot*~63.9*Mean T*~*Tot*~, *SD* (*T*~*Tot*~)63.9*Mean RR*62.4

The best results applying the symbolic dynamic analysis were mainly obtained for the sampling frequency of 1 Hz. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of the achieved discriminant analysis results. Accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified patients. The variables obtained with the symbolic dynamic analysis presented better discriminant results than the best variables proposed from the time-domain analysis. The optimum percentages of correctly classified patients were 78.2% and were obtained with the pair of variables *fw*~*r*~*3* and *p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c110\ r010*~), as well as the pair of variables *p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r010*~) and *p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c100\ r101*~).TABLE 6Discriminant analysis between the patient groups S and F using variables from the symbolic dynamic analysisAccuracy (%)*fw*~*r*~*3, p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c110\ r010*~)78.2*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r010*~), *p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c100\ r101*~)78.2*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r101*~), *p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r010*~)76.7*fw*~*r*~*2*76.7*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c110\ r010*~)76.7*fw*~*r*~*3*75.9*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*c100\ r101*~)75.9*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r101*~)75.9*p*~*n*~ (*w*~*r010*~)75.2

Discussion and Conclusions {#Sec7}
==========================

The main objective of this paper was to improve the characterization of the complex dynamics of the cardiorespiratory interdependencies during the weaning procedure. Two groups of patients were considered: 94 patients with successful weaning and 39 patients that failed to maintain spontaneous breathing in the weaning procedure.

In order to show the advantage of using symbolic analysis, instead of more traditional and simpler linear tools, the relation between cardiac and breath cycles was previously analyzed using the cross-correlation coefficient *ρ*~*cr*~. No statistical significant differences were obtained when comparing both groups of patients with this linear correlation technique.

The cardiac and the respiratory systems are controlled by two interacting self-sustained oscillators, each with its own period. The cardiorespiratory interactions of patients were studied by analyzing the nonlinear dynamics of the HR and the respiratory frequency. In this way, the cardiac interbeat durations and the breath durations, corresponding to the periods of both oscillators, were analyzed by symbolic dynamics. For this purpose, a linear interpolation method was performed, and a methodology was developed to characterize the different cardiorespiratory interactions involved in the weaning procedure. The use of higher order, or spline interpolation methods could possibly lead to different outcomes.

The influences of the parameters that were used in the proposed symbolic dynamic analysis were analyzed: the number of overlapped symbols in consecutive words and the sampling frequency. The most suitable parameter values were selected for the study of the cardiorespiratory interactions.

The word distribution matrix *W* enables a coarse-grained quantitative assessment of short-term nonlinear analysis of the cardiorespiratory interdependencies. The word distribution within *W* clearly showed the presence of deterministic structures in both groups of patients, because stochastically independent HR and respiratory dynamic patterns would result in a more or less equal distribution. The four most dominant words presented monotonous patterns in the BR (000 or 111) and alternant patterns in the cardiac rate (010 or 101). A larger presence of words 000 and 111 from the respiratory series in patients who were successful in weaning procedure reflects a lower variability of the BRs. The presence of alternant patterns in heart period variability has been linked to vagal modulation.[@CR27] Since in group F the presence of alternant patterns from the cardiac series decreased with respect to group S, it can be concluded that vagal withdrawal is a sign of discomfort.

When analyzing the probabilities of the words from the respiratory series (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), the most dominant words were the ones with monotonous patterns 000 and 111, in both groups of patients, with a probability of occurrence higher in the group S than within the group F, reflecting a lower variability of the BRs in group S. The words containing alternant patterns (010 and 101) presented a probability of occurrence nearly three times greater in group F compared to group S, reflecting a higher variability of the BRs in group F. Significant differences between both groups occurred in all the word types from the respiratory series, while the words from the cardiac series did not present significant statistical differences. Respiratory center responds mainly with tachyapnea in front of acute respiratory failure. This fact may justify that the time intervals of respiratory pattern obtained more significant results than the time intervals of cardiac pattern.

The histograms of the occurrence probability of the cardiorespiratory words presented a lower homogeneity in the group of patients with successful trials when compared with the group of patients that failed to maintain spontaneous breathing. This was confirmed by a higher number of words whose probability of occurrence was higher than a probability threshold in group S as well as a higher number of forbidden words in group S (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). It means the presence of stronger deterministic structures in patients who were successful in weaning procedures, and reflects a stronger coupling between cardiac and respiratory oscillators in these patients. It can be suggested that this stronger interaction between heart period and respiration results in an increase of respiratory sinus arrhythmia. In addition, a lower homogeneity reflects a stronger coupling between the cardiac and respiratory oscillators because stochastically independent series would result in a more o less equal distribution.

The occurrence probability of the cardiorespiratory word types that presented a global statistical significance was nearly three times greater in group F than in group S. Discriminant functions of one or two variables were constructed using the most significant parameters from the time-domain analysis and the symbolic dynamic analysis. In this discriminant analysis, the variables from the symbolic dynamic analysis revealed better results than the best variables from the time-domain analysis. The optimum discriminant functions of one variable were constructed using parameters obtained from the symbolic dynamic analysis of the respiratory series. It means that when considering only one kind of time series the respiratory patterns are more determinant. However, the discriminant functions of two variables, obtained from the cardiorespiratory interaction analysis, allow a better classification of patients. The effect of changes in respiratory patterns, the effect of changes in autonomic control, or other, could be possible explanations on what the measured coupling really reflects in terms of underlying physiological mechanisms.

In conclusion, joint symbolic dynamics provides a new representation of HR and BR short-term interactions. For the first time, the cardiorespiratory interactions during the weaning procedure have been analyzed. Joint symbolic dynamics shows significant differences when comparing the patients with successful weaning and the patients that failed to maintain spontaneous breathing in the weaning procedure during the 30-min T-tube test. Therefore, this method could be suitable for reducing the number of patients that had to be reintubated before 48 h but previously performed successful trials during the 30-min test. These results should be validated with a group of reintubated patients that was not available during this study.
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